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Abstract

Flexibility of a conventional power plant fleet is becoming an increasingly valuable quality in several electricity markets due to growing solar and wind power supply. Nuclear power plants are not very flexible in terms of output, but their advantage is their low variable cost of generating electricity. Using a short-term techno-economic model which incorporates both the electricity and the balancing market, we examine quantitatively whether costs incurred by nuclear units’ lower flexibility outweigh the low generation costs of nuclear power in the German power market, and investigate how this depends on the amount of fluctuating renewables. We show that, due to low negative prices stemming from inflexible baseload plants, balancing costs may increase rapidly with solar and wind power. Higher balancing and start-up costs arising from nuclear units in the fleet are still largely compensated by the nuclear units’ lower generation costs, and it is not cost-efficient to decommission nuclear units in the near future. The results suggest that it would be economically beneficial to harness the full flexibility potential of nuclear plants and curtail excess solar and wind power or include those in the negative balancing reserve.
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1. Introduction

Increasing power supply from fluctuating weather-dependent renewables – solar and wind – imposes new challenges on electrical power systems. Conventional power plants\(^1\) have to meet increasingly varying residual demand, and even those power plants, which are designed to provide fairly invariant baseload power, are facing times more frequently where they have to adjust their output power substantially (Schill (2014), Troy et al. (2010), Pérez-Arriaga and Batlle (2012)). Therefore, flexibility is becoming a more and more important characteristic for conventional power plant fleets (Denholm and Hand (2011), Huber et al. (2014), Kondziella and Bruckner (2016)). The flexibility of a power plant fleet can be defined as the fleet’s ability to vary output and respond to rapidly varying and less predictable residual demand (Denholm and Hand (2011), Ma et al. (2013)). A single power plant’s flexibility depends on its technical characteristics (ramping rate, minimum load, start-up time and cost, etc.). Besides that, also the plant’s commercial commitments in other markets (such as forward or balancing market, or heat market for CHPs) may restrict its ability to adjust output in the short term.

Nuclear power plants provide a significant share of the baseload power in many countries. While having low variable costs, they are usually considered the most inflexible of all conventional power plant types. Comparing technical characteristics related to power plant flexibility, in particular start-up cost and ramping rate, reveals that nuclear units truly are outperformed by most conventional units. This is especially true for gas-fired and hydro units. The lack of flexibility partly explains why nuclear units are usually observed to generate electricity at the full rate (excluding maintenance breaks), even if the electricity price is very low or even negative. However, there may also be other reasons why nuclear units’ output power is typically relatively invariant, for instance due to economic, legal, or habitual determinants (Cany et al. (2018), Ludwig et al. (2010), NEA (2011), Jenkins et al. (2018)).

The increasing need for flexible baseload power is a particularly timely issue in Germany. The German energy policy has favored renewables since 2000, resulting in a very fast adoption of different renewable energy sources. Solar and wind power generation in Germany grew from 9.6...

\(^1\)By conventional power plants, we mean nuclear, fossil fuel-fired, and hydro plants.
TWh in 2000 to 116.7 TWh in 2016, an amount 12 times higher. The German target is to cover 40 - 45 % of the gross electricity generation with renewables by 2025, and 55 - 60 % by 2035 (32 % was covered in 2016). To achieve this ambitious goal, solar and wind energy have to increase by 50 % from the year 2017 level by 2025, and double the 2017 level by 2030.\(^2\) At the same time, the German Federal Government has decided to decommission all nuclear power plants by 2022. Eight out of 17 reactors were closed soon after the Fukushima accident in 2011, and one in 2015. In 2017, there were still eight reactors online. Decommissioning all nuclear units in such a short time frame obviously has a significant impact on the flexibility and the costs of the German conventional power plant fleet.

In this paper, we quantitatively investigate the economic value of nuclear power plants in the German power market: does the relatively low flexibility of nuclear units incur such additional costs in the market which outweigh the benefits arising from the nuclear units’ lower variable costs? Accounting for both the balancing market and the electricity market, we identify the main channels through which the inflexibility of nuclear units is reflected in power market costs and examine how these costs evolve under further expansion of weather-dependent fluctuating renewables. Specifically, we solve the hourly least-cost dispatch schedule (a.k.a. "the unit commitment problem") for a fleet which imitates German power plants in 2017, and for the corresponding fleet after the planned nuclear phase-out in 2022. We vary the amounts of intermittent solar and wind energy and compare incurring start-up, balancing, and generation costs. Our analysis is short-term in the sense that, in addition to changes in the nuclear power and renewables, we do not account for any other structural changes in the electricity market, such as changes in the power plant portfolio, fuel or carbon prices. Thus, the results should be interpreted as an isolated analysis of nuclear flexibility in the market, instead of a forecast of future price or cost development.\(^3\)

A common method to examine the effects of fluctuating demand on a power plant fleet at a unit

\(^2\)See BMWi (2017a) for the past development and BMWi (2017b) for the future electricity generation targets for the renewables.

\(^3\)In the long run, increasing price volatility due to an increase in renewable supply may trigger the deployment of new technologies which exercise price arbitrage. Smoothing peaks and troughs in residual demand, this would mitigate the flexibility needs of the conventional power plants. These technologies include utility-scale electricity storages, demand response, sector coupling (co-optimizing electricity demand and supply in, for instance, electricity
level is by using a model based on a non-convex dynamic optimization problem, which accounts for dynamic costs and constraints of the individual power plant units (start-up cost, minimum load, ramping rate, etc.). This kind of model is called a unit commitment model, since it resolves the unit-specific optimal – typically cost-minimizing – dispatch schedule. This approach is applied in several quantitative papers addressing integration costs of renewables. For example, Troy et al. (2010) examine the impact of increasing wind power on start-ups, cycling, and utilization of baseload units in the Irish electricity market. They find a significant impact but do not directly report the costs incurred. In a similar vein, Lew et al. (2013) investigate in detail the impact of increasing solar and wind power in the Western US, and report impacts on cycling costs (resulting from wear and tear and additional fuel costs) and emissions of the conventional power plants. They find that the cost of increased cycling is relatively small when compared to, for example, fuel costs. Their study is rather a technical cost analysis from the power plants perspective than a market-level study from the electricity buyers’ perspective. Using the same simulation tool and the subset of the market area, Palchak and Denholm (2014) complement the study of Lew et al. (2013) by examining the sensitivity of costs and emissions to a lower minimum load of coal plants. They report implications of increased coal plant flexibility on market prices and coal plant revenues. Schill et al. (2017) provide a similar analysis in the German market with a focus on start-up costs and their development with increasing market shares of fluctuating renewables. The study compares alternative generator portfolios having different system-level flexibilities. Our paper complements this analysis by adding an opportunity-cost-based balancing market to the unit commitment model. We confirm many of the findings in Schill et al. (2017), though accounting for commitments in the balancing market leads to a slightly different number of start-ups in our model. Furthermore, neither Schill et al. (2017) or Palchak and Denholm (2014) account for negative prices, which are an important element in our analysis.

A recent paper by Kopiske et al. (2017) is particularly close to our study. Using a unit commitment model with endogenous prices both for the electricity and the balancing power, the authors compare the performance of the 2014 German fleet with the planned future fleet in 2035, with
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generation, transport and heating sectors), or more generally power-to-X technologies (power-to-heat, gas, hydrogen, etc.). See Lund et al. (2015) for a review.
regard to the increased market share of variable renewables expected for 2035. They quantify the contribution of lower minimum load and higher ramping rate to the power plants’ revenues. Using a similar approach but somewhat different methodology and data, our study sharpens their analysis by focusing on the impact of the nuclear phase-out and the cost trade-off between lower nuclear generation costs and the costs arising from the units’ lower flexibility. Additionally, we also provide a detailed cost breakdown for different levels of fluctuating renewables. Regarding the important role of the balancing market in integration costs, and as a main channel for inflexibility of a conventional power plant fleet turning into costs, our results are well in line with Kopiske et al. (2017).

Our paper further contributes to an important strand of literature which addresses the effects of the German nuclear phase-out on the electricity market. Using different time frames, phase-out schedules, and methods, several studies analyze implications of the phase-out on capacities, generation of the units, net exports, prices, CO₂ emissions, security of supply, congestions, etc. Fursch et al. (2012), Bruninx et al. (2013), and Kunz and Weigt (2014) provide good reviews of this literature. The majority of these studies come to similar conclusions; when nuclear power plants leave the market, fossil fuel-fired generation increases, net exports decrease, and wholesale prices and emissions increase in short-term due to the merit order effect but decrease in the longer term, when the share of zero variable cost renewables grows. The estimates for the short-term price increments vary from 5 to 13 EUR/MWh, depending on the time frames and model assumptions used (Lechtenböhmer and Samadi (2013), Kunz and Weigt (2014)). We extend this literature by highlighting the impact of the nuclear phase-out on the balancing costs, showing that low flexibility of baseload power can increase balancing costs considerably if the share of renewables is high enough, even if the amount of the procured balancing power does not grow. This is driven by price effects. We illustrate how balancing costs depend on the share of renewables, and how they should be accounted for when assessing the proper timing and the total costs of the nuclear phase-out.

In what follows, we start by discussing briefly the technical flexibility of the German nuclear power plants in Section 2. Section 3 presents our modeling approach, and Section 4 describes the data used in the simulations. We present and discuss the results of our analysis in Section 5, and
Section 6 concludes.

2. Nuclear power plant flexibility

When most German nuclear power plants were built in the 1970s and the 1980s, it was anticipated that nuclear plants will soon generate a remarkable share of the electricity consumed in Germany. Therefore, German nuclear power plants were originally designed to be capable of operating in a flexible load following mode (IAEA (2018), p. 107). Eventually, the most ambitious nuclear penetration level targets were not realized, and thereby, the German nuclear power plants have mostly been running in a baseload mode with rare variations in the output power. However, the flexibility already built-in in the German nuclear power plants has recently – due to increasing renewables – become a valuable characteristic for power plants anew.

IAEA (2018) (Annex I) and Ludwig et al. (2010) list some requirements that German nuclear power plants had to meet in their qualification tests in the commissioning phase. For instance, one requirement was a change in the plant’s output power at the rate of 2 - 10 % of its nominal power within a minute (faster in a smaller power range close to their maximum power, and slower in their full generation range). Furthermore, it was required that the plant is able to cycle from full power to 80 % and back 100 000 times in its entire operating lifetime (about 40 years), to 60 % and back 15 000 times, and to 40 % and back 12 000 times.

If the electricity price is negative, it is economically rational to ramp all electricity generation down to the minimum level (ignoring dynamic constraints, commitments in other markets, strategic behaviour, etc.). Hence, power plants’ generation decisions during negative-price periods reveal something about their true flexibility. In 2017, the electricity price was negative in Germany (in EEX day-ahead market) at 146 hours. Figure 1 shows the hourly average output power of three German nuclear power plants (three other online units are left out for clarity, their output follows similar patterns as those in the figure) on a seven-day period when the price was negative or very low for 19 hours (-74.92 EUR/MWh at the minimum). Different generation strategies can be identified in the figure. When the price turned negative, Neckarwestheim 2 lowered its output power by about two thirds, Isar 2 by one third, whereas Gundremmingen C continued generating at full rate. Unlike the other units, Isar 2 varied its output power frequently during the entire time period.
Outside the larger ramps, the other two nuclear units generated smoothly at a constant power rate. Reductions in Isar 2’s output coincide with the times when negative secondary balancing power was activated suggesting that it may have been providing part of the required negative balancing power. IAEA (2018) (p. 116 - 128) describes how German power plants are equipped with advanced automatic control systems which can be used to provide primary and secondary frequency control when requested by the grid operator. In 2018, 500 MW of nuclear power was pre-qualified for the primary reserve in Germany, 420 MW for the secondary, and 2040 MW for the minute reserve (Regelleistung.net (2017a)). In France and Slovakia, nuclear units participate in the primary and secondary reserve on a regular basis (Bruynooghe et al. (2010), NEA (2011)).

Similar behaviour can also be observed during other time periods with negative prices. For example, at the end of December 2017, the price was negative throughout several shorter time periods. During this time, some units ramped up from the minimum level to the maximum load, even if the price was positive only for a few hours. According to IAEA (2018) (p.128), the minimum load for the German nuclear reactors used in specific cases, such as negative market prices, is 20 % for the pre-Konvoi type reactors (Brokdorf and Grohnde) and 30 % for Philippsburg 2 and the three Konvoi reactors (Emsland, Isar 2, and Neckarwestheim 2).

In France, running nuclear units in a load following mode has a long history. According to Cany et al. (2018), the minimum load of French PWR reactors is 20 - 30 %, and theoretically, they are able to ramp between the minimum load and maximum load in 15 minutes (5 % of nominal power per minute). Cany et al. (2018) present data of a nuclear unit cycling twice a day, first from the maximum load to a 45 % level and back, and then to a 23 % level and back to the maximum. Most German and French nuclear reactors are based on the same technology (PWR, Pressurized Water Reactor).

3. Methodology

In this section, we first define the equilibrium condition in the electricity grid, and describe how we derive from that the residual demand which has to be met by the conventional generators in the spot market, given the renewable supply. Then, we present our modeling approach for the
costs and commitments in the balancing market. These commitments have an impact on the spot market, which we describe in the end of the section.

3.1. Residual demand

All generated electricity that is fed into the grid has to be consumed at all times. We use hourly resolution, so the following balance of physical electricity flow in the grid has to hold for all hours $h$:

$$ TC_h + NX_h = Q_{h}^{conv} + Q_{h}^{pump} + Q_{h}^{solar} + Q_{h}^{wind} + Q_{h}^{rest}, $$

(1)

where $TC_h$ is the total domestic electricity consumption in Germany (including both the spot market demand and the net balancing energy demand, but net of consumption by pumped hydro storages), and $NX_h$ is the net exports in the German area (exports less imports across all interconnectors). On the supply (right-hand) side of (1), $Q_{h}^{conv}$ is the total generation of all conventional power plants (nuclear, lignite, hard coal, and gas), $Q_{h}^{pump}$ is the net supply (generation less consumption) of pumped hydro storages, $Q_{h}^{solar}$ and $Q_{h}^{wind}$ are aggregated generations of solar and wind power plants, respectively, and $Q_{h}^{rest}$ denotes the electricity generation of all other power plants (such as biomass, hydro, and oil-fired plants).
The total consumption ($TC_h$), the solar and wind power supply ($Q_{h}^{solar}$ and $Q_{h}^{wind}$), and the net supply from the pumped hydro storages ($Q_{h}^{pump}$) and other smaller plants ($Q_{h}^{rest}$) are assumed to be exogenous in the model and independent of each other.\(^4\) Instead, imports and exports are typically quite responsive to changes in domestic solar and wind power supply (via price differences). Consequently, we assume that the net exports depend on the domestic wind and solar power linearly as follows:\(^5\)

$$NX_h = a + b(Q_{h}^{solar} + Q_{h}^{wind}) + \epsilon_h,$$

where $a, b > 0$ are parameters, and $\epsilon_h$ is the deviation from the purely linear relationship. Hourly net exports are limited by the aggregated interconnector capacities: $-I_{\text{max}} \leq NX_h \leq X_{\text{max}}$, where $I_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum import capacity, and $X_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum export capacity for the entire country. Accordingly, each additional MWh of solar or wind energy increases net exports by $b$ MWh (by increasing exports and replacing part of imports). Our estimate for $b$ is 0.176 for Germany (see Section 4). Thus, of each new domestically generated 1 MW of solar and wind power, 0.176 MW is absorbed abroad (0.081 MW is exported and 0.095 MW of imports is replaced). The remaining 0.824 MW replace other domestic generation. Thus, interconnectors mitigate the flexibility needs of conventional power plants dampening the fluctuation of their residual demand.

The final generation amount of conventional power plants, $Q_{h}^{conv}$, is determined in two subse-

\(^4\)German generation data by production type (ENTSO-E (2017b)) reveals that pumped hydro storages typically generate (and consume) following a fairly regular diurnal pattern throughout the year. Their generation amounts are not significantly correlated with solar or wind power supply; pumped hydro storages seem to make profits mostly from diurnal price differences (which account for daily sunshine) rather than, for instance, variations in wind power supply. However, growing solar and wind power supply likely increase price volatility in the future, and pumped hydro storages may then alter their strategy and start following price changes more closely. This dampens the residual demand and mitigates the flexibility needs of the conventional fleet. Biomass, (run-of-river) hydro, and oil-fired units are often “must-run” units which are run when needed – independent of the market price and other generation. Solar and wind power supply are privileged in the grid, and exogenous by nature.

\(^5\)A simple correlation analysis with the year 2017 data for the variables in Equation (1) shows that both exports and imports are highly correlated with the aggregated solar and wind power (Pearson correlation coefficient $\rho = 0.61$ for the net exports and the aggregated solar and wind power). Imports decrease ($\rho = -0.64$) and exports increase ($\rho = 0.40$) with increasing solar and wind.
quent markets. First, in the day-ahead market (called "spot market" below), the initial dispatch schedule is resolved based on forecast consumption and solar and wind power supply. In the second stage, forecast errors and other deviations from the spot market schedule (for example, unplanned outages) are balanced in the balancing market.\footnote{We abstract from the intraday market, since most trading in Germany is done in the day-ahead market (in 2010 - 2016, the traded volume in the EPEX intraday market was about 10 \% of the day-ahead market volume (BNetzA (2017))). We also ignore forward and bilateral contracts for simplicity.} Thus, the total generation of conventional power plants is the sum of the quantity they sell in the spot market, $S_{h}^{conv}$, and the adjustments based on balancing needs:

$$Q_{h}^{conv} = S_{h}^{conv} + BP_{h}^{conv},$$

(3)

where $BP_{h}^{conv}$ is the activated net (positive and negative) balancing power delivered by the conventional generators.

In our simulations below, we scale the realized amounts of solar and wind power ($Q_{h}^{solar}$ and $Q_{h}^{wind}$) by arbitrary amounts, while keeping the other hourly exogenous supply ($Q_{h}^{pump}$, $Q_{h}^{solar}$, $Q_{h}^{wind}$ and $Q_{h}^{rest}$) and the consumption $TC_{h}$ invariant. The actual generation required from the conventional power plants, $Q_{h}^{conv}$, can then be solved from Equations (1) and (2) and the corresponding residual demand in the spot market, $S_{h}^{conv}$, from Equation (3). The residual demand varies across hours, but is assumed to be fully inelastic within each hour.

Before the trade in the spot market takes place, the balancing commitments are resolved in the balancing market, which is described in detail in the next section.

### 3.2. Balancing market

We assume that all conventional generating units participate in the balancing market. In Germany, the balancing market consists of the primary, secondary, and the minute control reserve. The three reserve types are mainly distinguished by how fast the balancing power needs to be activated. We abstract from the primary reserve\footnote{Power changes required from the units in the primary reserve are small and can be offered by most conventional units. Up and down adjustments typically offset each other during the contract period (one week), and there are no separate positive and negative reserves. Therefore, it is likely that the primary reserve cost is neither affected by} and model the secondary and the minute reserve...
separately. We consider only the "spinning reserve", so we assume that the units selected for the reserve have to be running at least at the minimum load for the entire balancing power contract period.

Units for the secondary and the minute reserve are procured in auctions, wherein generating units submit two prices with the capacity quantity which they offer for the reserve – a capacity price and an energy price (separately for the positive and negative reserve). Units are selected for the reserve starting from the lowest capacity price offer through higher ones, until the desired capacity amount is reached. So, the capacity price offers alone determine the selected units. When balancing power is needed, the units selected in the reserve are activated based on their energy price offers – the lowest offer first, until enough power is activated. Unlike in the spot market, the units in the reserve are paid for according to their individual offers ("pay-as-bid" scheme). In our analysis, we assume that the procured capacity and activated balancing power are the same as what was realized in 2017 (see Section 4.4).

There are \( J \) conventional generating units participating in the spot market and the balancing market. A generating unit \( j \) can offer at most a capacity \( K^\text{res}_j \) for the balancing reserve:

\[
K^\text{res}_j = \min \left\{ r r_j \times T^\text{act} \times K^\text{max}_j, \quad K^\text{max}_j - K^\text{min}_j \right\},
\]

where \( r r_j \) is the maximum ramping rate (% of nominal power / minute), \( T^\text{act} \) is the longest allowed time interval between the reserve request and the reserve activation in minutes (5 minutes in the secondary reserve and 15 minutes in the minute reserve), \( K^\text{max}_j \) is the nominal power (maximum load), and \( K^\text{min}_j \) is the minimum load of the unit \( j \).

We assume that the units’ bids in the balancing market are based on their opportunity costs in the spot market (following, e.g., Müsgens et al. (2014) and Hirth and Ziegenhagen (2015)). Thus, for the positive reserve, if a unit is profitable in the spot market (the unit’s variable cost is lower than the price), it submits a capacity price bid \( c b_j^+ \) which is equal to the profit the unit loses for not being able to generate at full rate as it otherwise would (to be able to ramp up if requested by the balancing operator). A unit which is not profitable in the spot market (the unit’s variable cost is variations in the solar and wind power, nor does it change with the conventional power plant portfolio as much as, for instance, the secondary reserve cost.
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higher than the price) bids the price which equals its losses from generating the minimum amount to keep it available to ramp up if needed. Formally,

\[
\begin{align*}
    e^+_{b,j} &= \left\{ 
    \begin{array}{ll}
    \bar{p} - VC_j, & \text{if } VC_j \leq \bar{p} \\
    (VC_j - \bar{p}) \times \frac{K^\text{min}_j}{K^\text{res}_j}, & \text{if } VC_j > \bar{p}
    \end{array}
    \right.,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( VC_j \) is the variable cost of a unit \( j \), and \( \bar{p} \) is the average spot market price during the time period when the balancing power offer is valid. The energy price bids for the positive reserve equal the variable cost of increasing the electricity supply: \( eb^+_j = VC_j \).

Correspondingly, units submit the following capacity price bids for the negative reserve:

\[
\begin{align*}
    c^+_{b,j} &= \left\{ 
    \begin{array}{ll}
    0, & \text{if } VC_j \leq \bar{p} \\
    (VC_j - \bar{p}) \times \frac{K^\text{min}_j + K^\text{res}_j}{K^\text{res}_j}, & \text{if } VC_j > \bar{p}
    \end{array}
    \right.,
\end{align*}
\]

In the negative reserve, if the unit is profitable in the spot market, its energy bid equals the lost profit if required to ramp down. Otherwise, the energy bid is zero:

\[
\begin{align*}
    e^-_{b,j} &= \left\{ 
    \begin{array}{ll}
    \bar{p} - VC_j, & \text{if } VC_j \leq \bar{p} \\
    0, & \text{if } VC_j > \bar{p}
    \end{array}
    \right..
\end{align*}
\]

Balancing market bids are submitted and commitments resolved before the spot market trade for the same time period takes place. If a unit is selected for the reserve in the balancing market, it takes this commitment into account in its spot market bids. Specifically, if a unit \( j \) is selected for the positive reserve, it has to generate at least the minimum load and be available for a possible upward balancing power activation call: \( K^\text{min}_j \leq q_{jh} \leq K^\text{max}_j - K^\text{res}_j \), where \( q_{jh} \) is the generation amount of unit \( j \) at hour \( h \). Similarly, the unit selected for the negative reserve has to be available for a possible downward power activation: \( K^\text{min}_j + K^\text{res}_j \leq q_{jh} \leq K^\text{max}_j \).

The capacity payment for a single unit accepted for the positive reserve is \( c^+_{b,j} \times K^\text{res}_j \), and the total positive capacity payment in the market \( (CP^+) \) is the sum of the payments for all units selected for the positive reserve. The same applies for the negative reserve \( (CP^-) \). Energy payments are the product of the energy bids \( (eb^+_j \text{ and } eb^-_j) \) and the activated power for each unit (from 0 to \( K^\text{res}_j \)).
totaling $EP^+$ and $EP^-$ for the positive and negative reserve, correspondingly. The total cost in the balancing market is the sum of the capacity payments and the energy payments:

$$\text{balancing cost} = CP^+ + CP^- + EP^+ + EP^-.$$ (5)

3.3. Spot market

The spot market takes place after the balancing commitments have been resolved in the balancing market. $J$ conventional generating units together supply the residual demand $S_{conv}^h$ in Equation (3) in the spot market. $H$ hours are considered. Hourly electricity quantities for each generating unit, $q_{jh} \forall j \in \{1..J\}, h \in \{1..H\}$, are selected so that the costs are minimized:\(^8\)

$$\min_{q_{jh}} \sum_{h=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{J} (VC_j \times q_{jh} + SC_{jh}), \quad \text{s.t. } \sum_{j=1}^{J} q_{jh} = S_{conv}^h \forall h \in \{1..H\},$$ (6)

$$SC_{jh} = \begin{cases} SC_j, & \text{if } q_{j,h-1} = 0 \land q_{jh} > 0 \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

where $SC_{jh}$ is the start-up cost of a unit $j$ (positive only if the unit $j$ needs to be started up at hour $h$). If unit $j$ is running ($q_{jh} > 0$), it is constrained to generate electricity in a specific range, from $q_{min}^{jh}$ to $q_{max}^{jh}$. These unit- and hour-specific constraints are based on technical restrictions and commitments in the balancing market as described in the previous section.\(^9\) Some further implementation details of the spot market model are described in Appendix A.

\(^8\)In reality, firms often behave strategically in the electricity market, so that the actual costs deviate from the least-cost solution, and the market price is higher than the marginal generation cost (see, e.g., Newbery and Greve (2017) for a discussion about price mark-ups in the electricity market, and how to model them). Since our variable cost estimates are based on observed data, they may include some price mark-ups over the true marginal costs.

\(^9\)We ignore ramping costs in the cost minimization problem, since they are typically quite small when compared to other cost components. For example, Lew et al. (2013) find that when renewables increase from zero up to 33 % in the Western U.S., the share of ramping costs (resulting from wear and tear) of total system production costs increases from 0.1 - 0.4 % to 0.4 - 1.3 %, which are approximately 8 - 21 % of the start-up costs. However, we report some ramping cost estimates in Table 1 which are calculated ex-post.
In the results section below, we report the results separately using the following spot market cost components:

\[
\text{generation cost} = \sum_{h=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{J} VC_j \times q_{jh},
\]

\[
\text{start-up cost} = \sum_{h=1}^{H} \sum_{j=1}^{J} SC_{jh},
\]

where \( q_{jh} \) is the solution for the minimization problem (6). \(^{10}\)

4. Data

We use the year 2017 as the reference point in our analysis and calibrate our model using demand and generation data from the German electricity market (EEX) in that year. We obtain total demand, aggregated solar and wind power generation, pumped hydro storage net supply, cross-border flows, procured balancing capacity, and activated balancing power from the ENTSO-E Transparency Platform (see ENTSO-E (2017a) - ENTSO-E (2017d)), and historical electricity prices from EPEX SPOT (EPEX (2017a)). Using this data, the OLS estimation for Equation (2) gives \( a = 2072 \text{ MW} \) and \( b = 0.176 \) with a standard error of 0.0025. Thus, on average, of each additional MWh of solar or wind power, 18% are absorbed by interconnectors as long as their capacity is not binding. There are several reasons for why the total net export flow in a bidding area is typically much less than the sum of nominal export capacities of all interconnectors together, even if the market price is very low or high (see, e.g., Turvey (2006)). Therefore, we use the maximum realized net export in 2017 (15 GW) as an upper bound for the net export in the German market.

For the individual generation units’ hourly generation, we use data from the ENTSO-E website (ENTSO-E (2017e)). Generating units with less capacity than 100 MW are not required to publish

\(^{10}\)Note that – as in the real world – the balancing market and the spot market are cleared sequentially; when placing bids in the balancing market, the units do not take directly into account how this affects their position in the spot market. But, since the bids are based on opportunity costs and the price expectations are rational, the units are indifferent about which market to participate in.
their hourly generation, and thus not included in our data. These omitted units are mostly gas-fired. We also exclude oil-fired units from our conventional power plant fleet since they are typically used in different industrial processes, and sell to the market only if the demand is exceptionally high. In total, we end up having 145 conventional generating units (69988 MW) in our simulation model.

To estimate generator costs, technical constraints, and the electricity price given a generator portfolio, we use historical data from the German electricity market. Our estimation methods are described in detail in the supplementary material, C.1.

An important assumption we make is that the amount of procured and activated balancing power stays constant, even if the amount of solar and wind power increases.\textsuperscript{11} It is often argued that supply prediction errors – and thus, the balancing power needs – scale up proportionally to an increasing amount of weather-dependent power supply (Holttinen et al. (2011)). However, the German data shows that at least so far, the activated balancing power has not yet increased with solar and wind power. Hirth and Ziegenhagen (2015), and Ocker and Ehrhart (2017) provide insight into and possible explanations for this "German paradox". Nevertheless, increasing balancing power needs in the future can certainly not be ruled out. Therefore, our results for the balancing market costs should be interpreted as rather conservative estimates, representing the lower bound of these costs. On the other hand, as we assume for reasons of simplicity that all balancing power is provided by nuclear and fossil fuel-fired units, balancing power provided by, for instance, hydro plants is omitted. This approach can potentially inflate our cost estimates.

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Experimental set-up

The main part of the analysis compares two fleets, the "2017 fleet", which consists of 145 nuclear, lignite, hard coal, and gas units which were available for most of the year in 2017 (see Section 4), and the "No nuclear" fleet, which is the same as the "2017 fleet", excluding the (eight

\textsuperscript{11}We use the procured capacity and the activated energy in 2017 for all future values, as well. This data is available in ENTSO-E (2017d), with a more detailed coverage – for instance, anonymised bids – being available in Regelleistung.net (2017b).
remaining) nuclear units. We focus on start-up, balancing, and generation costs, and compare how they evolve in different fleets when the amount of solar and wind energy in the grid increases from the level in 2017. We restrict the growth to a 50% increase in solar and wind supply, planned to be reached by 2025. For any point further in the future, the German power market is likely to experience bigger structural changes affecting the power plant portfolio and the market structure considerably (for instance, increasing large-scale storage, more interconnector capacity, etc.). To isolate the impact of nuclear power and its phase-out, we omit any other long-term changes in the market. We also abstract from potential local congestions in the grid due to high influx of solar or wind power supply.

To better understand what is going on behind the scenes, we first present the results for each cost component separately, using three representative weeks: one with an exceptionally low, one with a medium, and one with an exceptionally high residual demand. After that, we report the main results based on simulations for an entire year. Figure 2 shows the residual demands in the three representative weeks we selected from the data realized in 2017. We selected the two extreme weeks by first finding those hours in which the residual demand was among the highest (lowest) in 2017. Then, we picked a week which contained one of those extreme hours, while at the same time having a residual demand close to the annual average in the beginning and the end of the week. This approach captures the required ramping and start-ups from the average dispatch schedule to the extreme levels and back, and allows for composing different annual profiles by placing the representative weeks consecutively, with varying proportions of extreme weeks. The medium demand week is selected to contain only the most commonly occurring residual demand values.

The residual demand is the total demand in the market less the renewable supply. For example, the low residual demand week is a combination of low total demand, and high solar and wind supply. Therefore, the effect of increasing renewables is much larger in the low demand week than in the high demand week, wherein the solar and wind supply are initially low. This is also reflected in our results; the differences are typically largest in the low demand week.
5.2. Start-up costs

The cost-minimizing number of start-ups in the fleet depends on several things, for instance, the variation in the residual demand met by the power plants, the technical and commercial characteristics of the plants, and the plants’ commitments in other markets. Figure 3 shows the simulated number of start-ups in the two power plant fleets when solar and wind power supply increase up to 50% in the low demand week. Interestingly, the start-ups do not increase steadily with the fluctuating renewables as, perhaps, one would expect. Instead, in the "2017 fleet", the start-ups rather decrease when there is more solar and wind power. This is because at the low solar and wind penetration level, nuclear and lignite units compose a large share of the spinning balancing power reserve, and therefore they cannot be shut down. When renewables increase, gas units take over in the balancing market (see Figure 5), and shutting gas units down is not possible in a large scale. Thus, even though the start-ups increase for the low marginal cost units (here: nuclear and hard coal), they decrease by a larger amount for the other units (lignite and gas). The same logic...

---

12For example, Schill et al. (2017) find that the start-ups in Germany will decrease with more renewables, but this is because they assume a more flexible power plant fleet in the future. If the fleet remains the same, the number of start-ups strongly increases in their study.
applies to the "No nuclear" fleet.

Figure 3: Number of start-ups by fuel type in the low demand week with different power plant fleets.

Omitting costly nuclear unit start-ups, the number of start-ups translates quite directly to the cost of the start-ups. This becomes evident when comparing Figure 3 to the right panel of Figure 4 (low demand week); both figures are based on the same scenario. Generally, the cost trajectories of the three representative weeks in Figure 4 suggest that the start-up costs increase with renewables. However, our model obviously underestimates the number of start-ups when the demand is high (as seen in Table B.1 in Appendix B). Particularly, the high demand week is subject to this bias. In the low demand week, when the solar and wind power supply increase by 40 % of the year 2017 level, start-up costs increase rapidly in the "2017 fleet" since nuclear units are shut down for the first time.

Figure 4: Start-up costs with increasing wind and solar power supply in the two fleets in three representative weeks.
5.3. Balancing costs

In our model, the power plant portfolio, which is selected to provide balancing power when needed, depends on the market price and the characteristics of the plants. We find that the composition of this portfolio is quite sensitive to these factors. This can be seen in Figure 5, which presents the share of power plants (aggregated by fuel) that are selected for the secondary balancing reserve.

In the "2017 fleet" (the upper row in Figure 5), in high-demand situations, most balancing power is provided by the gas units because their marginal cost is close to the market price. This does not change much with increasing solar and wind. In the medium demand week, growing solar and wind power supply reduce the market price. As a result, nuclear and lignite units can provide balancing power at minimum cost. The more renewables there are, the more nuclear and lignite plants are selected for reserve. This effect reverses in the low demand week, when solar and wind power increase. Prices drop – even to a negative level –, which makes it increasingly costly to keep large nuclear and lignite units running in anticipation of providing spinning balancing power. Keeping gas units online is less expensive because of their lower nominal capacity per unit. Further, gas units can provide more balancing power (per unit of nominal capacity) than nuclear and lignite units because of their higher ramping rate. Therefore, gas units start replacing nuclear and lignite units again as the main balancing power providers with further increasing solar and wind power. A similar pattern of changes in the balancing power portfolio can be observed also when there are no nuclear units in the fleet (the lower row in Figure 5).

Figure 6 illustrates how balancing costs evolve with increasing solar and wind power supply. In the high demand week, capacity payments for the positive reserve make for the largest cost component in the total balancing costs. When the price is high, generating units receive high revenues in the spot market. Therefore, they require relatively high compensation for ramping down (to be able to provide positive balancing power when needed). When the price decreases with higher solar and wind power supply, the balancing costs decrease, too.

Balancing costs are lowest in the medium demand week, but perhaps the most striking feature in Figure 6 is that for both fleets, in the low demand week, balancing costs increase rapidly with renewables, and are multiple times higher than in the other two representative weeks. With an
increasing share of solar and wind power, prices drop lower and lower, and the capacity payments for both the positive and negative reserve increase, since the units which provide balancing power have to be kept online, even if they make losses in the spot market.\textsuperscript{13}

Since the differences in the two fleets in Figure 6 manifest mostly at the low marginal cost end, balancing costs for both fleets are very similar in the high and medium demand weeks. In the low demand week, balancing costs are higher for the fleet with nuclear units. This is driven by the technical characteristics of the nuclear units; the price is negative more frequently with nuclear units in a fleet (see Figures C.3 and C.5 in the supplementary material), and the (nominal) minimum load of a single nuclear unit is high. However, a single nuclear unit can provide balancing power on a large range.

\textsuperscript{13}Kopiske et al. (2017) have similar results; if the German power plant fleet stays the same as in 2014, control reserve prices increase considerably by 2035. Also, Genoese et al. (2010) show that negative prices have likely contributed to the significant capacity price increases in the negative secondary reserve already in 2008 - 2009.
5.4. Generation costs and total costs

In contrast to start-up and balancing costs, generation costs of a conventional power plant fleet decrease with more renewables – less power is needed from the conventional units, and low-cost units are used relatively more. Still, generation costs are usually higher than start-up or balancing costs. Figure 7 shows the three cost components per all generated MWh in the low demand week. Generation costs decrease when the share of renewables grows (zero generation cost is assumed for solar and wind power). Start-up costs are negligible in all scenarios, but total balancing costs grow rapidly with renewables, and can be significantly high with high wind and solar power supply. As balancing costs increase faster than generation costs decrease, the net effect of increasing renewables is an increase in costs in the low demand week.

Since nuclear units have low variable costs, generation costs are lower for a fleet with nuclear units (here: the "2017 fleet") but on the other hand, balancing costs in this scenario are higher. The generation costs dominate this trade-off; and accounting for all three cost components, total costs are lower when the fleet has nuclear units in all investigated scenarios in the low demand week: in Figure 7, the left bar ("2017 fleet") is below the right bar ("No nuclear") at all solar and wind power supply levels.

In what follows, we use the term total costs to denote the sum of the three cost components, namely generation, start-up, and balancing costs. Figure 8 shows total costs and generation costs for each of the three representative weeks. Again, the total costs before the nuclear phase-out ("2017 fleet") are lower than after the phase-out ("No nuclear") in all scenarios. Therefore, one of...
our main findings in this study is that the lower balancing costs in the fleet without nuclear units do not outweigh the lower generation costs of the nuclear units when up to 50 % additional solar and wind power is assumed.\textsuperscript{14}

5.5. Annual costs

In the sections above, we reported the costs solely for the three representative weeks. When solar and wind power increase, the costs in the representative weeks are affected, but this increase

\textsuperscript{14}The decreasing difference in the graphs suggests that, at some point, the total costs in the "No nuclear" fleet would reach the costs in the "2017 fleet" when renewables increase further. Our simulations show that this would happen approximately at 75 % more solar and wind.
will also affect the frequency of those representative weeks. Particularly, there will be relatively more low demand weeks and less high demand weeks. To account for this, we summarize our analysis by presenting the costs occurring across one entire year in Figure 9. In this figure, the simulations are done similarly to our prior analyses, but by using data from the entire year 2017.

Figure 9 shows that balancing costs have an important role also in an annual scope when solar and wind power increase, while the share for start-up costs still remains very low. In all studied scenarios, total costs are lower with nuclear units in the fleet, even if the balancing costs are higher. When renewables increase by 25 %, decreasing generating costs compensate for increasing balancing costs in both fleets, with total costs being at the same level ("2017 fleet") or lower ("No nuclear" fleet). But when an additional share of 50 % of renewables is assumed, balancing costs increase faster than generation costs decrease, increasing total costs to a level higher than that of the 2017 solar and wind level.

Table 1 provides a more detailed cost breakdown for two renewable penetration levels. To highlight some findings, the average capacity factor for nuclear units decreases from 98 % to 86 % with 50 % more renewables. A 86 % capacity factor is not particularly low for nuclear power plants, and should be sufficient to keep them profitable in the long-run.\(^{15}\) At the year 2017 observed solar and wind penetration level, balancing costs are dominated by the costs in the positive reserve, but when adding 50 % more renewables, the negative reserve becomes more expensive.\(^{16}\) When the level of residual demand for the conventional units decreases, low-cost

\(^{15}\)In our simulations, at the year 2017 level, there are no nuclear start-ups during the year, and the nuclear units are ramped down to below 35 % of their nominal power on average 10 times per unit. With 50 % more renewables, nuclear units have, on average, 23 shutdowns per unit per year, and 64 ramps (the range varies from 21 to 103 across units) to a 35 % level. Thus, the technical constraints described in Section 2 are not binding in the examined range of renewable power.

\(^{16}\)Recall that we consider only the spinning reserve in our analysis. Stand-by reserves, which are not running before requested to provide positive balancing power, are typically able to participate only in the minute reserve. Most of these units are gas-fired. Omitting the stand-by units in the positive minute reserve should not affect our \textit{energy payment} estimates in the balancing market, since bids both in the spinning and stand-by reserve should be based on variable costs. Instead, it may upward bias our \textit{capacity payment} estimates for the positive balancing power in the minute reserve. "Non-spinning" units do not need to cover the costs of generating at a minimum load, so they are
units are used relatively more. Distributing generation costs over the generation of conventional units reveals that this reduces generation costs only very little.

We also report ramping cost estimates in Table 1. They are not included in the cost minimization problem (Equation (6)), but calculated ex-post from the resulting generation changes. We assume a ramping cost of 0.7 EUR per changed MW for gas units, and 1.5 EUR / ramped MW for all other units.\textsuperscript{17} Ramping costs are smaller without nuclear because gas units are ramped more. Still, the ramping costs are quite modest, with 1.2 - 2.0 % of the total costs and 9 - 21 % of the start-up costs. If ramping costs were included in the optimization, some savings in ramping costs could be achieved by ramping up gas units instead of coal or nuclear; but most likely, these savings would be outweighed by higher generation costs.

5.6. Sensitivity analysis

Finally, we investigate how sensitive the costs are to changes in the power plant units’ technical characteristics (see Table C.1 in the supplementary material). Specifically, we compare the following four fleets to the previous two:

---

\textsuperscript{17}Schröder et al. (2013) suggest 0.25 - 1.17 EUR / MW for gas units and 1.3 - 1.7 EUR / MW for coal units.
Table 1: The breakdown of the annual costs with year 2017 solar and wind power supply and 50% more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solar and wind power supply</th>
<th>2017 level</th>
<th>50% more</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fleet</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generation cost (mEUR)</td>
<td>6117.4</td>
<td>8433.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4771.6</td>
<td>6580.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear capacity factor a</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solar and wind curtailment (%)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up cost (mEUR)</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>48.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>177.2</td>
<td>141.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of start-ups</td>
<td>1404</td>
<td>1283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2592</td>
<td>3041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramping cost (mEUR) b</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>15.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas unit ramps (%)</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>17.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing cost (mEUR)</td>
<td>268.1</td>
<td>156.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3006.0</td>
<td>1933.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive reserve</td>
<td>199.4</td>
<td>143.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>949.0</td>
<td>605.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative reserve</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>12.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2057.0</td>
<td>1328.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost (mEUR)</td>
<td>6450.4</td>
<td>8638.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7954.8</td>
<td>8655.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2017 fleet</th>
<th>No nuclear</th>
<th>2017 fleet</th>
<th>No nuclear</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation cost (EUR/MWh)</td>
<td>14.57</td>
<td>20.09</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>15.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>per conventional generation</td>
<td>20.48</td>
<td>28.23</td>
<td>19.81</td>
<td>27.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up cost (EUR/MWh)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing cost (EUR/MWh)</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>7.16</td>
<td>4.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cost (EUR/MWh)</td>
<td>15.37</td>
<td>20.58</td>
<td>18.95</td>
<td>20.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Planned maintenance breaks are not accounted for.
b Ramping costs are not included in total costs.
1. **Flexible coal.** The same as the "No nuclear" fleet, but all coal-fired units (both lignite and hard coal) have the same ramping rate and minimum load as the gas units. This fleet could also be interpreted as the German conventional fleet after the potential coal phase-out (see Climate Analytics (2018) and Schrader (2016)).

2. **Min load 10%.** The same as the "2017 fleet", but the nuclear units’ minimum load is lowered to 10% (previously at 30%).

3. **Ramp 5%.** The same as the "2017 fleet", but the nuclear units’ ramping rate is increased to 5% (previously at 1 - 1.6%).

4. **Min load + ramp.** The same as the "2017 fleet", but the minimum load is set to 10% and the ramping rate is set to 5%.

The cost components are presented in Figure 10, for two levels of intermittent renewables. At the 2017 solar and wind power level (left panel), changes in the technical parameters do not affect total costs substantially, but with 50% more renewables (right panel), there are significant differences in costs.

If coal-fired units were more flexible, balancing costs would decrease, and the total costs without nuclear (the "Flexible coal" fleet) would be approximately at the same level as in the "2017 fleet". Thus, relatively big changes in the coal units’ flexibility would be required to compensate for their higher generation costs, compared to nuclear units. As expected, increasing the ramping rate and decreasing the minimum load reduces both start-up and balancing costs. The higher ramping rate affects the balancing costs relatively more, while the lower minimum load mainly affects start-up costs. The improvements seem to be independent of each other in the sense that improving both at the same time leads to further savings.

5.7. **Economic curtailing**

So far, we have considered solar and wind power supply as strictly exogenous; they are accepted in the grid whenever available, and conventional power plants need to adapt to their fluctuations. Since increasing solar and wind power supply increase balancing and start-up costs on a market-level, it may sometimes be economical to curtail some of this supply, even if the generation
costs of solar and wind power are practically zero (Bird et al. (2016)). We discuss this along with including renewables in the balancing reserve in the supplementary material, C.2.

6. Conclusions and policy implications

In this article, we examine whether the comparatively low flexibility of nuclear power plants – stemming from the technical characteristics of the plants and the commitments in the balancing market – is hindering the deployment of fluctuating solar and wind power in Germany by incurring additional costs, or whether the lower variable costs of the nuclear units is outweighing this lower flexibility. We build a model incorporating both the electricity market and the balancing market, and study quantitatively how the planned nuclear phase-out in Germany in 2022 will affect the costs of integrating increasing amounts of fluctuating renewables in the German power market. Specifically, we focus on three cost components, namely start-up costs, balancing costs, and generation costs, and investigate how they evolve in a German conventional power plant fleet, with and without nuclear units, when the share of renewables grows. We omit any other changes in the market to isolate the interaction between the nuclear fleet and the renewables.

We find that, in Germany, the low flexibility of nuclear power plants is not an economic obstacle for the planned deployment of intermittent renewables in the near future. Start-up and balancing costs are higher with nuclear units in the fleet, but they are outweighed by the nuclear units’ lower generation costs until the share of renewables increases notably. According to our simulations, the nuclear phase-out in 2022 increases costs in the electricity and the balancing market.
together by at least 9% (700 million EUR). Solar and wind power capacity should almost double from the level in 2017 (this is anticipated by 2030) before it will be cost-efficient to decommission the nuclear units from the fleet.

Our main finding is that the balancing market is the most important source of an increase in costs when the share of solar and wind power grows. If power plants place their bids in the balancing market according to their electricity market based opportunity costs, balancing costs will increase rapidly already in the near future, since low and negative prices will likely occur more frequently in the electricity market. This cost growth is further accelerated if balancing needs increase with renewables, and more balancing power is procured. Importantly, with the current flexibility in the conventional fleet, balancing costs increase faster than the growing share of solar and wind power reduces total generation costs. Technical developments in the conventional power plants would efficiently reduce balancing costs. Furthermore, our results confirm previous findings in existing literature about start-up costs being negligible even with relatively high solar and wind penetration. Still, start-ups do not increase proportionally with renewables, which is due to balancing market commitments. Overall, our results show that it is important to take into account interactions between the electricity market and the balancing market when examining the costs arising from integrating more renewables.

Our findings imply several policy recommendations: 1) If solely considering costs, it would be efficient to postpone the nuclear phase-out by some years, until more solar and wind power is deployed. Our simulations suggest that with the current target deployment path for renewables, the optimal timing for the nuclear phase-out would be somewhere near 2027. 2) It would be advantageous to introduce economic curtailing for excess solar and wind power already at the current level of solar and wind power to prevent low negative prices. Alternatively, accepting solar and wind power in the negative balance reserve offers a promising way to lower the total costs in the two markets substantially. 3) Investing in efforts to increase the technical flexibility of nuclear power plants could be beneficial. However, it might require new economic incentives that account for the entire market-level costs to harness the full flexibility potential of the nuclear units, and to encourage further technical improvement.

We apply our model specifically to the German power market; and the quantitative results
cannot be generalized to other markets as such – the numerical results depend on the market-specific features such as the power plant portfolio, demand pattern, interconnections, renewable profile, etc. Still, the identified dependencies, interactions, and the resulting conclusions in this study are relevant also for other markets. Another limitation is that we calibrate the model with existing data, but extend the analysis to the future. Especially in times with very high solar and wind power supply, future behaviour is hard to derive and anticipate from current data.

An interesting avenue for the future research is to examine how new emerging technologies – particularly utility-scale storage and demand response – affect the costs of the conventional power plant fleet and the whole market. Also, our model could be applied to study the cost-efficient way to introduce solar and wind power in the balancing market, or to implement economic curtailing. Economic incentives for encouraging increasing flexibility of power plants could be analyzed as well, but we leave this up to future work.
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Appendix A. Computational details

We formulate the cost minimization problem (Equation (6)) in the spot market as a mixed integer linear programming problem and solve it using Matlab and CPLEX. Solving this non-convex optimization problem is still time- and memory-consuming if there are many units and time periods \(J\) and \(H\) are large). But if the time horizon in the optimization \(H\) is too short, the solution can deviate remarkably from the optimum in the longer run.

We tackle this computational challenge using a moving time window where time periods represent varying numbers of hours. This is illustrated in Figure A.1. We always solve the optimization problem (6) for 48 time periods \(H = 48\). The first 24 time periods represent single hours and contain hourly residual demand, but for the following 12 time periods, we use the average residual demand over 4 hours. Correspondingly, for the last 12 time periods, we calculate the average demand over 6 hours. So, regarding the demand, the foresight is perfect for the first 24 hours, and more vague for the subsequent days. This allows us to cover six full days when solving the optimization problem once. Even if hourly variations in demand are lost in the last days of this window, larger variations are still accounted for. This method also reflects the fact that predicting demand and solar and wind power supply is more accurate for the hours in the near future than for more distant hours.

When solving the unit-specific generation schedule for one week, we first solve the schedule for the 48 time periods starting from the first hour of the week. Then, we shift the time window one hour forward and solve the following 48 time periods using the previously solved hour as an initial status for the generating units (which units are running and which need to be started up if generating). This is repeated 168 times to obtain the generation schedule for one full week. So, in practice, the generation quantities are solved several times for each hour but with increasingly accurate information about the past and future. In the endpoints (the beginning of the week and the end of the week), we use the least-cost solution for a single hour as an initial condition for the first hour of the week, and also as an assumption for the following hour after the last hour of the week.
Appendix B. Model fit

Generally, our model can explain well the nuclear units’ observed generation at low- and negative-price hours. Regarding the start-ups, the model does not perform as well. Table B.1 compares the number of start-ups in the three representative weeks. In the low demand week, our simulation has 58 start-ups in total, while 66 start-ups occurred in reality. Ignoring start-up costs fully in the simulation would lead to 129 start-ups. So, in the low demand week, the EEX market result was close to the simulated least-cost schedule. Interestingly, this is not the case in the high demand week. In that week, 95 start-ups were realized, while our least-cost solution proposes only four. Many start-ups could have been avoided if the units were dispatched centrally (like in our model). Probably ownership structures and imperfect competition explain part of this difference. Thus, even though our sample size is very small, our results suggest that the current EEX market finds the least-cost solution more likely at low demand than when the demand is high.\(^\text{18}\)

Figure B.1 compares realized (solid lines) and simulated (dashed line) aggregate bid curves in the positive secondary balancing reserve on one day in the low demand week.\(^\text{19}\) Capacity payments are allocated using a pay-as-bid auction. This may explain why the realized capacity bids are higher in the middle (the left panel); firms want to maximize their revenue by bidding as

\(^{18}\)This result contributes to the literature examining whether complex bids are more cost-effective in a market with a high amount of variable renewables, or whether block bids (like in EEX) are sufficient to account for generation units’ dynamic costs. See, e.g., the discussion in Troy et al. (2010).

\(^{19}\)Aggregate bid curves in the German balancing market are available in Regelleistung.net (2017b). For simplicity, we use only one product in the simulation instead of separate peak and off-peak products.
Table B.1: Number of start-ups in the three representative weeks. Realized values and the simulated least cost solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Low demand week</th>
<th>Medium demand week</th>
<th>High demand week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Realized</td>
<td>Least-cost</td>
<td>Realized</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuclear</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lignite</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard coal</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of start-ups</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start-up cost (mEUR)</td>
<td>3.60</td>
<td>2.63</td>
<td>5.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Share of total cost (%)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

close to the marginal bidder as possible. Our model assumes that both capacity and energy bids are set competitively, and firms do not take into account the expected values of other bids. Therefore, this inflation of bids is not present in our capacity bid curve making it less flat than the realized curves.\(^{20}\)

It is apparent from the shape of the capacity bid curve in the left panel of Figure B.1 that capacity payments are quite sensitive to the amount of procured balancing capacity. In our simulations, we find that if ten percent more balancing capacity is procured, the balancing costs increase by 12 - 18 % (depending on solar and wind penetration, less when the share of solar and wind power is higher). If the procured capacity is doubled, balancing costs will be 2.5 - 3.8 times higher. The fleet without nuclear is slightly more sensitive; doubling the procured capacity makes the costs 2.6 - 3.9 times higher.

The right panel of Figure B.1 illustrates energy bids. Realized energy bids are about four times higher than our simulated bids. Strategic behaviour can explain this partially (see Just and Weber (2015) and Ocker and Ehrhart (2017)), but generally, it means that our estimates for energy payments in the balancing market are clearly too low.

\(^{20}\)Using a different methodology, the simulations in Kopiske et al. (2017) also result in prices that are lower than the historical data (4 - 16 % lower average control reserve prices in the secondary reserve, and 54 - 60 % lower in the minute reserve). They explain that with imperfect competition in the market.
Figure B.1: Aggregated capacity and energy bid curves in the positive secondary reserve on 27.4.2017.